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1. INTRODUCTION.

Since the appearance of works of Kirzhnltz and
Llnde [1], Weinberg [23, Dolan and Jackiw [31, devoted the
symmetry breaking restoration with growth of the temperature
in the relativistic case, the interest to various aspects of
the quantum field theory at has increased greatly. The princ-
ipal point of the generalization of the quantum field theory
in the case of T f 0 is the fact herein the averaging of the
field operators is performed not upon the ground state, but
upon Qlbbs ensemble, that is these averages are functions of
the temperature, but they do not relate to the states, in
which the number of part-cles is fixed. Such a procedure
leads to the order parameter of the studied model, that
depends on temperature and to the possibility of its
disappearance as result of the thermal fluctuations. In the
mentioned direction various quantum field theory models have
been examined of late [4-121; for some of thew the phase
transition have been discovered with temperature growth. At
the same time for some cases the negative results were
obtained 16,12].

The nonperturbative QED at T'-po is examined below. It is
known, that at T = 0 in nonperturbative QED the electron mass
appears dynamically in the course of the chiral symmetry bre-
aking [13-22]. In connection with this question about its be-
haviour with the temperature growth, the presence of phase
transition etc. may be raised. The possibility of the phase
transition at'T/o in nonperturbative QED has been studied by
the lattice methods [6,11], but the answer to the question
mentioned is not a simple one in the continuous limit. On the
other hand, as It mentioned in [73, to better understand the
phase transition in QCD the computer investigation must be
accompanied by analytic studying of simple models.

Among other reasons, that urge us to further investigate
nonperturbative QED, the perspectives of its possible
applications should be pointed out. So the mechanism of the
electron mass appearing, which takes place in the
nonperturbative QED, is made use of for the elaboration of
the theories with the technicolour [23-26J; its successful
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application for the interpretation of the narrow e?£ and XX
peaks observed at heavy-ion collisions being the case
[87,283. Besides, nonperturbative QED in itself is an example
of the quantum field theory model, that has no asymptotic
freedom with possible zero charge, but nontrivial S-matrix is
characteristic thereof.

2. DERIVING THE BASIC EQUATIONS.

The problem examined below on the temperature depending
of electron mass in nonperturbative QED is being solved using
the Green's temperature functions (Matzubara's functions)
[89,301. The equation for the Green's temperature function of
the electron has the form

^ — ; (1)
„, + 2-д, (р,Р^л)

here 2-
M
CP,P^n-l is a corresponding self-energy integral,

that has the structure

and is determined by the relation

}, P J ~-
(_

where I- p-K, A
=
 P

4IL
"

 4lt
,%,J is temperature vertex function

and G^ 4 is corresponding function of photon. The

frequency variables of the Green's electron temperature

function get the meaning fy
4rt
,- ('2ш;//гГ (the designations and

metric, used here, are based on the [30,31]). As it is shown

is C29.30], these functions satisfy the relation
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( Gf. , Qe.
 a r e

 advancing and retarding Green's functions

respectively). Thus if we have the function Q,^ ,

which is determined ir. the discrete points of the real

axis, it is possible to find the function or the variable

q
/b
--l^ , that is analytic in the lower ( Q

A
 ) or in the

upper ( G.s, ) half-plane.

Futher, the ladder approximation for the temperature

analogue of the mass function of the electron EU is

considered, as the dynamical appearing of the mass in

nonperturbative QED has been discovered in this very

approximation first [13-22]. Later on this fact was confirmed

both by the computer calculations 10,113 and by the

analytical exceeding the ladder approximation [32,333. It

turned out that such an exceeding changes the character of

the phase transition upon the coupling constant only and

somewhat changes its critical value. Thus, as it is noted in

[21.1, dynamical symmetry break m-j in the сазе under

discussion, is not the artifact of tK; ladder approximation,

that reproduces the physics of the phenomenon correctly.

For the Green's temperature function of the photon the

Landan gauge is used. Then let us assume that

(' - Д - •->

At 'V-zo this equality does not exist and its assuming means,

that we neglect the spectrum changing of the elementary

Fermi-exitation of the electron-photon plasma when we come

from the case T~o to the nonzero temperature, which has no

relation to the dynamics of the new phase appearance (in this

connection seo C293). In view of (5), for the temperature

vertex function we take the expression

determined by the Ward-Takahashi identity and that
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signifies that the part of function, which is transversal to

the vector £? , is not taken into account.

With remarks made above for function BM we obtain the

equation

* \ /

where

л

The equation (7) for В,ч is the integral-summatorial

one. By using the spectral representation for @-
M6
 [29,30]

Г
(е)
 fa J ) - f и) Н " ^ 1Л

1

br/wft i. \ i ltd - \ г K W
 r q

^

( p
ft
 is the spectral density for the function Цч» ), permits

to pass to the integral equation for fc (such method of

reduction the integral-summatorial equations, which results

in the varions quantum field problems atTitf, to the integral

ones, is considered in detail in [341).

Inserting (9) for (7) and carrying out the summation by

nJ by the Poisson's formulae and passing via the insertion

. i to the retarding functions, we obtain

where
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Vfe shall obtain the integral equation for fa by using the

equality (8), that was continued to the real frequencies,

and spectral representation for retarding function Q^ :

here

^(?Ap^)^^(
f
>
!
i
l
p^).-i^fp.lp^) . (13)

-+<P { . (13a)

In obtaining the equation (12) in the dominator of the

retarding analogue of the equation (8) function Вя
 w a s

replaced by the mass of the electron at T-fcO .

As the first step on the way of the simplification of

the equation (12) we shall make the substitution

Ct\i£_-btk-~. . This substitution corresponds to the neglecting
of the exponentially small terms in the kernel of equation
(12) at T<Tc . and at T7=TrCL it corresponds to the most
singular term being brought into view 134].

Taking into account the above remarks, we have
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%(Р,^,р-^)'О • and kernel У( of the equation takes the

form

x

In this direction the next step Is to reduce the quantity

of arguments of the unknown function and to pass from

equation (12) to the one-dimensional integral one. We shall

take the spectral density p
I3
 in the form

p
j'

3

where ^(^..jo) is sufficiently smooth function of the

variable <^,
o
 .

By inserting of (15) Into (12) and integrating the left

part of (12) over the ^ and angles and then both ones over

о , we obtain the equation

•««

where the followyne designations are used:

Qtfy)- ftvf+-wi(Ti . /C
w
,

x
 is nwdultis of the

three-dimensional cutoff. Attention should be paid to the
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formal similarity of the equation (16) and the gap equation
in the BCS - theory. Taking advantage of the presence of the
step functions within the kernel we shall expanse the
logarithms, which the kernel contents, into Q^/fyep)
<2-<M/Q*(P) . ®+<Pi/Q*W and ®'rt/Q+(K)

If we preserve the principal terms of this expansion, we
shall obtain P

. (17)

As In the case of "'"-u , in the equation (17) it is possible
to single out the inhomogeneous term

(18a)

It should be noted, that in our case there is no direct
connection between the mentioned value and temperature
dependant order parameter.

Passing to the dimenslonless variables
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we get the form of equation, which is of interest for us:

Equation (19) is the inhomogeneous integral Volterra one
with the degenerated kernel. It is equivalent to the
ordinary differential equation

(20)

with the initial conditions

°- . (20a)

Up to now nothing has been said as to the role of the
relation (18a). Using the dimensionless variables it may be
written in the form

(21)

from which it follows, that it may be considered as the
equation for the determination of the fermionic mass w- Or) .
However, the relation, that results straight from the
equation (17), if it was written in dimensionless variables,
yields the result more readily.

Taking into account that \fr)>7£ one may put this
relation in the form
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& • ; / . _ • - о . (22)

Thus, if one wants to find the temperature dependant electron

mass, it is necessary to solve the differential equation (20)

by the Initial conditions (20a), and then one has to

use the relation (20). We did not succeded in solving this

equation in the closed form that would be correct for all

U..Therefore, the cases of low (u.77i) and high fu^-i)

temperatures are considered further.

3. THE LOW TEMPERATURES.

First we shall consider the equation (20) by the

conditions (20a) at Ь й . In this case it take the form

c U " x-',i A. Jx ^ 1 <-, i . (23)

As to the initial conditions (20a) and relation (22) they do

not change when passing to the case Г = о .

Solving the equation (23) with initial conditions, we

obtain

)-FC г» T> ix, W ^
 (24)

where >)•=• \l-4$
L
 , p is the hypergeometric function. By

inserting asymptotic representation of the hypergeometric

function and Its first derivative into the equality (22), it

becomes obvious, that the solution of the obtained equation

for A = i£^i only, if the inequality \p? I is present, then
•J - i|V/, jV|̂ <:| • *n th l s case for the determination of Д

we have

> (25)
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where ^
 J

s the psi-function. By solving (25) with respect

to no- , we obtain

l-W"'' -Ww

m- = ifc««-e ~ 5 ^ c , e
 f (26)

Thus, with the accuracy to the negligible difference in th»

pre-exponentlal multiplier the result of the works [13-22]

has been reproduced.

Passing to the nonzero temperature, we shall first

consider the case of low temperatures. Using the condition

, we shall rewrite the equation (20) in the form

d Х
ь
 ~^7Т У 1R^ -ДТ

 f
 - К Т (27)

We shall solve this equation by the method of the successive

approximation, by the considering the solution of it at

U—> z^ |
0
 as а гего approximation. If one is satisfied by

the first approach only, the unknown solution takes the form

where 4
t
 (л) is a small addition, that satisfies the equation

The general solution of this equation has the form

C, f-x»-*F^.-^, u;-x?+ /, ft)
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p

where r IY& h) is the particular solution of the
inhomogeneous equation. In order to determine the constants
C, and £b one ought to use conditions (20a), taking Into

account that they should be realized for the complete
solution (28).

For the particular solution of .i-j, la) we obtain

where !_, \til <_*, U)- \ Ktij(t)e. I: jxl_ Hull)

/ Г
р/'Ий , . t/Vj < • yjPii'^l 1-й'

1
'' i

;
 • .-г-)

is a Wronskian of the equation (27) at T- о

For determining the constants c< and C--, it is

necessary to know the behaviour of L, and L^ at

fao -The main term of these functions expansions into the

series at X near the origin have the form

L,tt,uj*-!^e\ /^x>;---fxV
 § (38)

from which it follows that C, = Cj.= O and consequently,

function ^CA) is determined by solution of the

innomogeneous equation only, that is

^M . (33)

But for determining of the electron mass WL£T) it is
necessary to know £fa) at x?ri • Taking into account, that
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W'r4 , at the calculation of the integrals that determine
Li,-i . the upper limit of the integration can be

substituted by ro ; as a result for the function .//>) , if
to preserve the main terms of the asymptotic expansion the
integrals at u->?i we shall have

• ( 3 4 )

Inserting (34) into (22), by using the asynptotic
representation for the hypergeometric functions again and
keeping the leading terms that depend on 1 6 , we shall obtain

(35)

Likewise in the obtaining the relation (25) the terms of
the first power in M have been kept in the rigtht part.
It worth to note, that such preservation at T=:£> leads to
the different from a unit рге-exponential multiplier only,
but in the case of Т Ф о it plays a principal role, leading

to the temperature dependant mass of the particle.

Taking into account the conditions X(r)>7l

from the relation (35) we shall have the equation

si?***}

from which we obtain
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When passing from (36) to (37), we set -J-^o , which as is

known, corresponds to the local limit C13-221.

The result we obtained indicates, that the electron mass

tends to Its meaning atT-P by the exponential law. In this

respect its behaviour coinsides with the one of the gap in

tht theory of the superconductivity BCS.

4. THE HIGH TEMPERATURES. THE PHASE TRANSITION.

Let us now consider the equation (20) with initial

conditions (20a), when 1L^<1. and calculate the critical

te«perature in nonperturbative QED.

Condition It**/ allows to single out following domains

of changing of the variable X :

In each domain the equation (20) may be written as:

cU*- ~7V7 * " ^ r * *• л . " (38)

in the domain (A),

(38a)

in the domain (B)

and

r -O
( 3 8 b )
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in the domain (C). In solving the equation (38) initial

conditions (22) are used. Thus, for the domain (A) we have:

. (39)

X

in the domain (B) and

But in the domains (B) and (C) we first find the general

solutions of the equations (38) and (38a):

(39a)

- ь, A -t- тэ^л (39b)

in the domain (c); here '̂ > and /\^ are Bessel's and

Neyman's functions respectively.

For solving the phase transition problem and calculation

of the critical temperature, as it follows from (22) we need

to solve the equation (20) In the domain (C) proper. At the

same time in order to determine the constants C, and

C
L
 one must known function £(*) at X~'/o- and
X ̂ 1 , that is the domains, which are not In the

domains (A), (B) and (C). With this purpose we shall
extrapolate the solution (39) on the domain of meanings
< ~ i , and the solution (39) Is extrapolated from the

domain (B), then we shall accomplish the sewing of the
indicated solutions and their first derivations at the
point X- 1 • Such procedure allows to find the constants
(\-> and d^. Keeping the term leading in U, for &7 and
u^we get:

п 1 ~ —— > #x= - ~- /9 L [i*fi)*y»t +z) [tfbf
d ^ • (40)
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We find the constants *-••• and t̂ . if analogues

procedure has been performed for the point Х- %. from

the domains (B) and (C):

•о* - 6,

(* is symbol of the complex conjugation).

By inserting the found at asymptotic (x>s'/w) domain

meaning of ./'й) into (22), we obtain

( 4 2 )

To find the critical temperature one ought to omit the terms,

that contain Us.
L
 and proportional to /up ones. Then we

have

l
t
 r rt^C , , (43)

where . „

If one set V — с , and Л- has the moaning '; Л> • . .

The value К - о must be eliminated by the requirement

T *L<K •
 bocaus& Ь

У
 i t s

 violation passing from the kernel
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(13a) to (14) becomes unlegal. As a result, for the critical

temperature in the nonperturbative QED we have

7
?'= !,>- .(44)

The numerical multiplier In (44), of course, does not seem

to be reliable as the process or" the extrapolation is very

rough). Then, the proportionality between T'J"' and ^
n
-

established here may be regarded safe enough.

The array of temperature, yielded by the relation (44)

may be interpreted in the following v/ay. For each canal set

by the preserved value of it- there exists its own critical

temperature, which is proportional to the mass of the canal

at T : о and conforming to the d:sappearance of the canal

mass with it- set. Hov/ever, the time of the appearance the

mass of the canals with n~?I in the local limit being

infinite, the mass in (4'i) at T~ о ougt.h to be interpreted

as the canal mass with a - -I*).

5. THE DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS.

In the present paper the behaviour of the electron mass

at nonzero temperature in the nonperturbative QED has been

investigated. This investigation was performed for the

electron temperature Green's function (Matzubara's function)

in the ladder approximation. As it follows from the contents

our principal results are focused in the equation (20)

with the conditions (20a) and (22), which allov/ to find

in. (<T') in principle at any temperature satisfying the

condition T ^<K
M
*, 'W^(T) at low temperatures (formulae

(37)), the phase transition in the examined model, which is

acoompanied by the restoration of the chlral symmetry

breaking, and calculation of the critical temperature

*) The interpretation of the array of the T
0 4
 , given here,

was suggested by V. A. Mlransky.

(formulae (44)).
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The result (44) must be examined more rigorously. The

approximation accuracy depends on its reliability, that
accompanies the passage from (13a) to (14) and, as a
consequence, the accuracy of the equation (20) itself. On the
other hand, as it was pointed out in the introduction, this
result is interesting in itself.

The proportionality of the critical temperature to the
electron mass seems unexpected. It Is not easy to understand
from the "iewpoint of the strong coupling, that takes place
in the production of e?Z.~ condensate in the model.
Besides, it is in the contradiction with the results of the
computer simulations £61. At the same time the
proportionality becomes clear, if one takes into account,
that there is no dimensional parameters in the local case,
except the electron mass at T - о , with terms of which the

critical temperature may be expressed. In this respect as far

as the phase transition in nonpertu: bative QED is concerned

our result confirms those of the work £73. As it follows from
(43), the critical temperature is proportinal to '<\и«у

indeed, but at V-> о , which corresponds to the continuous

limit, it becomes proportional to the mass at V=c. Thus, the

renormalization of the charge ^ ™ A ( U . ) : ^
:
| [13-22]

abolishes the effects of small distances, which masks the

phase transition under consideration, and to discover it by

the computer simulation, the very narrow domain of coupling

constants would by investigated, containing the critical

value. We shall remark that the same effect takes place in

some other models with the cutoff [7].

Comparing the low-temperature behaviour of m- (т) (37)

and the expression for the critical temperature (44) with the

corresponding ones in the BCS-theory, we observe, that the

similarity of this expressions is the witness of the

conpatibility of the temperature dynamics in these, while in

the mechanism of the new phase appearance at T - Q they have

essential differences.

As it is mentioned above, the results given are obtained

in the framework of the ladder approximation for the electron
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Green's temperature function. In our opinion, the
generalization to the case l'-£0 of QED with quenched
fermions aid taking into account the vacuum polarization
would be extremely disirable, because in the relativistlc
case with temperature increasing the role of the effects,
connected with Debay screening, grows.

The author is greatly Indebted to V. P. Gusynin and V. A.
Miransky for their kind attention, numerous discussions and
remarks, which promoted to the better understanding of the
questions touched upon in the present paper. The author is
greatful to P. I. Fomin for his interest to the work ;snd
remark, he had made.
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